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School of Control Systems and Electrical Engineering,
Dublin Institute of Technology,
Kevin St., Dublin 8, Ireland
E-mail: aidan.odwyer@dit.ie
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Abstract: The ability of PI and PID controllers to compensate many
practical processes has led to their wide acceptance in industrial
applications. The requirement to choose two or three controller
parameters is most easily done using tuning rules. Starting with a
general discussion of industrial practice, the paper provides a
survey of additional tuning rules for continuous-time PI and PID
control of time-delayed single-input, single-output (SISO) processes,
to those explored in a recent book by the author.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
408 separate sources of tuning rules have been
recorded since 1992.
I
INTRODUCTION
However, despite this development work,
A time delay may be defined as the time
surveys indicating the state of the art of control
interval between the start of an event at one point in
industrial practice report sobering results. For
a system and its resulting action at another point in
example, in testing of thousands of control loops in
the system. Delays are also known as transport lags
hundreds of plants, it has been found that more than
or dead times; they arise in physical, chemical,
30% of installed PI/PID controllers are operating in
biological and economic systems, as well as in the
manual mode and 65% of loops operating in
process of measurement and computation. Methods
automatic mode produce less variance in manual
for the compensation of time delayed processes may
than in automatic (thus, the automatic controllers are
be broadly divided into parameter optimised
poorly tuned) [10]. Another interesting such
controllers, such as proportional-integral (PI) or
comment comes from [11], in which it is stated that
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers, in
PI/PID controllers are sometimes deliberately
which the controller parameters are adapted to the
detuned by operating staff for steady state operation.
controller structure, and structurally optimised
A typical control system audit is quoted, comprising
controllers, in which the controller structure and
300 loops, in which 46 controllers were operated
parameters are adapted optimally to the structure and
with default tuning parameters in the controller.
parameters of the process model.
Other such literature [12] claims that “extensive
PI and PID controllers have been at the heart of
industry testing” shows that 75% of all PID based
control engineering practice for seven decades.
loops are out of tune. A survey of paper processing
Historically, the first tuning rule (formula) for setting
mills is quoted, in which 60% of the 36 mills
up controller parameters was defined in 1934 for the
surveyed stated that less than half of their control
design of a proportional-derivative (PD) controller
loops were well tuned (the majority of the mills
for a process exactly modelled by an integrator plus
reported that they had between 2000 and 4000
delay (IPD) model [1]. Subsequently, tuning rules
regulatory control loops). In a further such comment,
were defined for PI and PID controllers, assuming
it is claimed [13] that only 20% of all control loops
the process was exactly modelled by a first order lag
surveyed in mill audits have been found to actually
plus delay (FOLPD) model [2] or a pure delay model
reduce process variability in automatic mode over
[2], [3].
the short term. Of the problem loops, increased
The use of the PI or PID controller is ubiquitous
process variability in automatic mode could be
in industry. It has been stated, for example, that in
ascribed specifically to controller tuning problems in
process control applications, more than 95% of the
approximately 30% of cases. Many of the points
controllers are of PI or PID type [4-9]. Neglected by
made above are re-iterated by [14]. The situation has
the academic research community until recently,
not improved more recently, with [15] reporting that
work by K.J. Åström, T. Hägglund and F.G.
80% of PID controllers are badly tuned; 30% of PID
Shinskey, among others, has sparked a revival of
controllers operate in manual with another 30% of
interest in the use of this “workhorse” of controller
the controlled loops increasing the short-term
implementation. One illustrative statistic is worth
variability of the process to be controlled (typically
quoting: the author has discovered that 293 of the

due to too strong integral action). It is stated that
25% of all PID controller loops use default factory
settings, implying that they have not been tuned at
all.
Thus, there is strong evidence that PI and PID
controllers remain poorly understood and, in
particular, poorly tuned in many applications.
Process performance deteriorates when the controller
is poorly tuned; this deterioration may be reflected,
for example, in a reduction in energy efficiency and
increased environmental emissions. The net effect
will be an increase in operating costs and a reduction
in overall competitiveness. However, good controller
tuning, for example, can allow the recovery of up to
6% of energy costs, in a variety of industries [16].
Poor controller tuning is surprising, as very many
tuning rules exist to allow the specification of the
controller parameters. Tuning rules have the
advantage of ease of calculation of the controller
parameters (when compared to more analytical
controller design methods), on the one hand; on the
other hand, the use of tuning rules is a good
alternative to trial and error tuning. It is clear that the
many controller tuning rules proposed in the
literature are not having an impact on industrial
practice. One reason is that the tuning rules are not
very accessible, being scattered throughout the
control literature; in addition, the notation used is not
unified. In a book published in 2003 [17], PI and PID
controller tuning rules for processes with time delay
have been brought together and summarised, using a
unified notation. A second edition of this book is due
to be published in 2006 [18].
This paper provides a survey of additional
tuning rules for continuous-time PI and PID control
of single-input, single-output (SISO) processes, with
time delay, to those explored in [17]. Firstly, a brief
summary of the range of PI and PID controller
structures proposed in the literature, together with the
process models used to define the controller tuning
rules, is provided. Then, controller architecture and
process modeling issues are outlined. Subsequently,
space considerations dictate that just an outline of
additional tuning rules for setting up PI and PID
controllers, for a number of process models, may be
provided; further details of the tuning rules will be
provided at the conference. Finally, conclusions to
the paper are drawn. Other reviews are recommended
to the interested reader [19]-[35].

II CONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
AND PROCESS MODELLING
A practical difficulty with PID control
technology is a lack of industrial standards, which
has resulted in a wide variety of PID controller
architectures. Seven different structures for the PI
controller and forty-six different structures for the
PID controller have been identified. Controller
manufacturers vary in their choice of architecture;

controller tuning that works well on one architecture
may work poorly on another. Details are given in
[17], [18]; considering the PID controller, common
architectures are:
1. The ‘ideal’ PID controller (Figure 1), given by
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Figure 1. Ideal PID controller in a unity feedback block
diagram representation. This controller structure, and an
equivalent structure, is also labelled the parallel, ideal
parallel,
non-interacting,
parallel
non-interacting,
independent, gain independent or ISA controller [17], [18].
276 tuning rules have been identified for this controller
structure.

This architecture is used, for example, on the
Honeywell TDC3000 Process Manager Type A,
non-interactive mode product [36].
2. The ‘classical’ PID controller (Figure 2), given
by
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Figure 2. Classical PID controller in a unity feedback block
diagram representation. Also labelled the cascade, interacting,
series, interactive, rate-before-reset or analog controller [17],
[18], 101 tuning rules have been identified for this controller
structure.

This architecture is used, for example, on the
Honeywell TDC3000 Process Manager Type A,
interactive mode product [36].
3. The non-interacting controller based on the two
degree of freedom structure (Figure 3), given by
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Figure 3. Non-interacting controller, based on the two degree
of freedom structure, in a unity feedback block diagram
representation. Also labelled the m-PID or ISA-PID controller
[17], [18], 44 tuning rules have been identified for this
controller structure.

This architecture is used, for example, on the
Omron E5CK digital controller with β = 1 and N
= 3 [36].
The most dominant PI controller architecture is the
‘ideal’ PI controller, given by

1 

(4)
G c (s) = K c 1 +
 Ti s 
The wide variety of controller architectures is
mirrored by the wide variety of ways in which
processes with time delay may be modeled.
Common models are:
1. Stable FOLPD model, given by
K e − sτ
(5)
G m (s ) = m
1 + sTm
2. IPD model, given by
K e − sτ
(6)
G m (s ) = m
s
3. First order lag plus integral plus delay
(FOLIPD) model, given by
K e − sτ
(7)
G m (s ) = m
s(1 + sTm )
4. Second order system plus time delay (SOSPD)
model, given by
K m e − sτ
G m (s ) =
(8)
2 2
Tm1 s + 2ξ m Tm1s + 1
m

m

m

m

K m e − sτ m
(9)
(1 + Tm1s)(1 + Tm 2s )
Some 82% of the PI controller tuning rules identified
have been defined for the ideal PI controller
structure, with 42% of tuning rules based on a
FOLPD process model. The range of PID controller
variations has led to a less homogenous situation
than for the PI controller; 40% of tuning rules
identified have been defined for the ideal PID
controller structure, with 37% of PID tuning rules
based on a FOLPD process model [18].
or G m (s) =

Of course, the modeling strategy used
influences the value of the model parameters, which,
in turn, affect the controller values determined from
the tuning rules. Forty-one modeling strategies have
been detailed to determine the parameters of the
FOLPD process model, for example. Space does not
permit a full discussion of this issue; further details
are provided in [17], [18].

III ADDITIONAL TUNING RULES FOR
PI AND PID CONTROLLERS
Before considering additional tuning rules for PI
and PID controllers over those proposed in [17], it is
timely to review the action of the PID controller.
Considering the ideal PID controller, for example,
which is given by
1
+ Td s)
(10),
G c (s) = K c (1 +
Ti s

with K c = proportional gain, Ti = integral time
constant and Td = derivative time constant. If
Ti = ∞ and Td = 0 (that is, P control), then the
closed loop measured value is always less than the
desired value for processes without an integrator
term, as a positive error is necessary to keep the
measured value constant, and less than the desired
value. The introduction of integral action facilitates
the achievement of equality between the measured
value and the desired value, as a constant error
produces an increasing controller output. The
introduction of derivative action means that changes
in the desired value may be anticipated, and thus an
appropriate correction may be added prior to the
actual change. Thus, in simplified terms, the PID
controller allows contributions from present, past and
future controller inputs.
PI and PID controller tuning rules may be
broadly classified as follows:
•
Tuning rules based on a measured step response
•
Tuning rules based on minimising an
appropriate performance criterion
•
Tuning rules that give a specified closed loop
response
•
Robust tuning rules, with an explicit robust
stability and robust performance criterion built
in to the design process
•
Tuning rules based on recording appropriate
parameters at the ultimate frequency.
Tuning rules in the first four subdivisions are
typically based on process model parameters; the
development of a process model is typically not
required for using tuning rules in the final
subdivision above. Some tuning rules could be
considered to belong to more than one subdivision,
so the subdivisions cannot be considered to be
mutually exclusive; nevertheless, they provide a
convenient way to classify the rules. An outline of
tuning rules in these subdivisions is now provided;

these tuning rules are, with the exception of [37],
additional to those considered in [17].
Tuning rules based on a measured step response
are also called process reaction curve methods. The
first (and most well-known) tuning rule of this type
was suggested in 1942 [37]; in this method, the
process is modeled by a FOLPD process model with
the model parameters estimated using a tangent and
point method, as indicated in Figure 4. Simple
formulae are used to define tuning parameters for PI
and PID controllers. The PI controller settings are
given by
0.9Tm
Kc =
, Ti = 3.33τ m
(11)
K mτm
The (ideal) PID controller settings are given by
 1.2Tm 2Tm 
Kc ∈ 
,
 , Ti = 2τ m , Td = 0.5τ m (12)
 K m τm K m τm 

Figure 4. Tangent and point method [37] for developing a process
model. K m = model gain = ratio of the steady state change in
process output to steady state change in process input, Tm =
model time constant and τm = model time delay. 54 controller
tuning rules have been identified based on the model parameters
determined from this modelling method. 21 of the 47 other
modelling methods for determining such a process model, prior to
specifying tuning rules, are based on data gathered from the open
loop process step or impulse response [18].

Other process reaction curve tuning rules are also
described, sometimes in graphical form, to control
processes modeled by a variety of time-delayed
models [18]. The advantage of process reaction
curve tuning strategies is that only a single
experimental test is necessary. However, the
disadvantages of the strategy are primarily based on
the difficulty, in practice, of obtaining an accurate
process model; for example, load changes may occur
during the test which may distort the test results and
a large step input may be necessary to achieve a
good signal to noise ratio [38]. Similar disadvantages
will arise in any tuning method dependent on prior
model development.
Tuning rules based on minimising an
appropriate performance criterion may be defined

either for optimum regulator or optimum servo
action. Performance criteria, such as the
minimisation of the integral of absolute error (IAE)
in a closed loop environment, may be used to
determine a unique set of controller parameter
values. Tuning rules have been described, sometimes
in graphical form, to optimise the regulator response,
servo response or other characteristics of a
compensated delayed process, represented by a
variety of models [18].
Tuning rules that give a specified closed loop
response (direct synthesis tuning rules) may be
defined by specifying a time domain related metric,
such as the desired poles of the closed loop response.
The definition may be expanded to cover techniques
that allow the achievement of a frequency domain
metric, such as a specified gain margin and/or phase
margin. Tuning rules of this type have been specified
to compensate a delayed process, represented by a
variety of models [18].
Robust tuning rules have an explicit robust
stability and/or robust performance criterion built in
to the design process. Tuning rules of this type have
also been specified to compensate a delayed process,
represented by a variety of models [18].
Ultimate cycle tuning rules are based on
recording appropriate parameters at the ultimate
frequency (that is, the frequency at which marginal
stability of the closed loop control system occurs).
The first such tuning rule was defined in 1942 [37]
for the tuning of P, PI and PID controller parameters
of a process that may or may not include a delay.
Briefly, the experimental technique is as follows:
a) Place the controller in proportional mode only
b) Increase K c until the closed loop system output
goes marginally stable; record K c (calling it K u ,
the ultimate gain), and the ultimate period, Tu . A
typical marginally stable output, recorded on a
laboratory flow process, is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Typical marginally stable process variable pattern. Note
that the pattern exhibits evidence of a process nonlinearity, which
is common in real applications. Over 129 controller tuning rules
have been defined, based on the data determined from such a
pattern [18].

Simple formulae are used to define tuning
parameters for PI and PID controllers. The PI
controller settings are given by
K c = 0.45K u , Ti = 0.83Tu
(13),
with the (ideal) PID controller settings given by

K c = 0.6K u , Ti = 0.5Tu , Td = 0.125Tu
(14)
The tuning rules implicitly build an adequate
frequency domain stability margin into the
compensated system [39]. However, there are a
number of disadvantages to the ultimate cycle tuning
approach:
• the system must generally be destabilised under
proportional control
• the empirical nature of the method means that
uniform performance is not achieved in general
[40]
• several trials must typically be made to determine
the ultimate gain
• the resulting process upsets may be detrimental to
product quality
• there is a danger of misinterpreting a limit cycle
as representing the stability limit [41] and
• the amplitude of the process variable signal may
be so great that the experiment may not be
carried out for cost or safety considerations.
Some of these disadvantages are addressed by
defining modifications of the rules in which, for
example, the proportional gain in the experiment is
set up to give a closed loop transient response decay
ratio of 0.25, or a phase lag of 1350 . Ultimate cycle
tuning rules, and their modifications, have been
specified to compensate general, possibly delayed
processes, represented by a variety of models [18].

Transactions of the Royal Society of London on July
15, 1935; the paper was received, in revised form, on
November 26, 1935 and was read on February 2,
1936. The lead author of the paper subsequently took
out a patent on the PID controller (Callender, A. and
Stevenson, A.B., Automatic control of variable
physical characteristics, US patent 2,175,985. Filed:
Feb. 17, 1936; Issued Oct. 10, 1939).
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